
 

Juliet’s Wood 
 

 

Access/entrances: 

 

There are no designated public footpaths giving direct access to the reserve, although there are three 

potential entrances. The recommended access is from Slaley Village, along a public footpath 

signposted to ‘Marley Cote Walls’. Parking is available along the roadside in the village. This 

footpath leaves the road in Slaley (OL43 978577) – entrance to the reserve is gained by following 

the south-eastern edge of the wood westwards (OL43 978586) along a field boundary until a single 

gate is reached, with a NWT information board.  

Access can also be gained by following the public footpath from North Road, to the north of the 

reserve, through the township of East Woodfoot. On entering Slaley Wood (OL43 975587), a left 

fork in the permissive footpath leads into the reserve. There is no parking in East Woodfoot and 

parking along North Road, a single track road, can be very difficult and the roadside verges are soft. 

An alternative route is to take the public footpath from Slaley Village to East Woodfoot, through 

Slaley Wood and diverting onto the permissive path just before leaving the wood. This footpath 

leaves Slaley alongside the Church & Post Office (OL43 974577), but is mostly undefined and 

crosses cultivated fields. 

 

Terrain: 

 

Once in the reserve, the terrain is moderately difficult, with some slopes. The path through the 

western oak woodland is of varying width, and is crossed by a number of tree roots. 

However, the terrain which needs to be crossed in order to access the reserve is more difficult. From 

the north, East Woodfoot, a fairly steep and often muddy track has to be negotiated. From the south, 

Slaley, the footpaths cross cultivated farmland which usually entails following the field boundaries 

along poorly defined, rough and narrow tracks. 

 

Paths: 

 

There are two permissive footpaths through the reserve, which allow circular walks through the 

western woodland and the former meadow/coppice woodland. The former is relatively level but 

varies in width, is crossed by tree roots and can be muddy. The second path is wide and easier to 

negotiate being mostly grass, although does include some moderately steep inclines. There is a 

small bridge/boardwalk across a small stream on the woodland loop of the permissive path.  

 

Facilities: 

 

None 

 


